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London that "Russia's step seems to me out of place at this
moment," and that the assent of all the Signatory Powers
would be necessary.128
As a result of the attitude of England, France and Tur-
key, it began to be clear that Izvolski's idea could not be
realized at the moment. Accordingly, M. Sazonov, who
had just come to Paris after his long rest at Davos, gave
an interview to Stephane Lauzanne:
There is no "Dardanelles Question" such as is printed
every day a little everywhere. A "question" in the diplo-
matic sense of the word presupposes in effect a demand
formulated by a Government, as well as diplomatic steps
[demarches] or negotiations. But Russia demands nothing,
has undertaken no negotiations, nor attempted any diplo-
matic step.129
How little truth there was in Sazonov's disavowal, the
reader of the preceding pages may judge for himself. On
December 15, Charykov was now instructed to tell Hassim
Bey that since Russia's proposals had been prematurely
divulged, and not by Russia's fault, it was impossible to
continue the negotiations. Sazonov sent a telegram to
Russian Ambassadors abroad trying to give the impression
that Charykov had exceeded his instructions in extending
private conversations into official negotiations. In March,
1912, Charykov was recalled and replaced at Constantinople
by M. Giers. So ended Izvolski's third effort to open the
Straits.
Izvolski still entertained some forlorn hopes that he
might use de Selves' answer of January 4, 1912, as a basis
for securing future French assent to his favorite project,
M. Poincare130 would have us believe that the Russian
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